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Introducing KX

Right now, continuous intelligence is at the forefront of digital 
transformation – but it’s always been at the heart of our business and our 
technology. In addition to powering the financial markets for over 20 years, 
KX is also the driving force behind the transformation of some of the world’s 
most valuable businesses looking to their data to help them work smarter, 
react faster and perform better.

KX is a proven technology that can capture any event data, 
at any scale, and run anywhere to enable real-time decision 
making - and KX Insights is the platform that makes it easy. 

KX Insights is an integrated data management and streaming analytics 
platform designed for critical business decisions that require the power 
of streaming data enriched with historical context. It accelerates speed 
to business value by enabling organizations to make the better-informed 
decisions, in-the-moment, in- context, and in real time. This document 
explains how.

SEAMUS KEATING
CEO - KX

ABOUT KX
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KX is used across a range of industries – from F1 to finance 
– to solve complex problems as part of a modern data 
management architecture that incorporates multiple 
technologies.

It is used to derive insights and improve outcomes in areas like 
performance, quality, yield, and design in industries ranging from 
automotive and semiconductors to energy and telecommunications, 
where the volumes of data from sensors, machines, and edge devices are 
especially challenging.

KX is similarly used by financial institutions to trade, manage risk and 
detect fraud through analysis of the enormous volume and velocity of 
data they accumulate across prices, quotes, and transactions. 
In this overview, we explain how they do it using KX Insights

In this overview, we explain how they do it using KX Insights .

Introduction

KX Insights: A unified, easy-to-use platform to 
instantly capture, analyze, and visualize both real-time 
and historical data 
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It’s better to be 
proactive than reactive

Data, in all its facets and formats, is the new force fuelling innovation and 
guiding successful organizations in informing their decisions, reforming 
their processes, and outperforming their competition. It’s all about data: 
digital transformation is premised on it, machine learning is built upon it, 
operational efficiency is measured by it. Data is, without doubt, the new 
power and KX can help you harness it.

The Problem – Knowing too Late 
At one time the humble abacus provided a competitive advantage by 
enabling faster and more accurate calculation than by hand.  But speed 
is relative, and some of today’s analytics platforms remain unfortunately 
abacus-like in their mode of operation. Many are based on an old-
style polled model where data is persisted into a repository by certain 
processes, retrieved in queries by different ones only to evaluated in yet 
another set before the results are finally returned to the user.
The problem is that in the interim the data has changed and with it the 
market has moved, the fault has occurred, or the opportunity has passed. 
In short, they tell what has happened rather than what is happening, or 
even better, what might happen. For that, you need streaming analytics. 

The Opportunity – Knowing Now, and Knowing in Advance
Streaming analytics enables instantaneous decision-making based not 
only on data as it arrives but crucially on factoring in historical data 
as well. It moves beyond simple threshold analytics like “Has it exceed 
a limit?” on real-time data to include more contextual analysis that 
identifies patterns and insights based on moving averages, correlations, 
and machine learning over historical data. In short, it goes beyond telling 
you what has happened to telling you not only what is happening, but 
more importantly, what may be about to happen. 
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The Analysts’ Views – Knowing How
In his paper on “The Five Levels of Streaming Analytics”, Nick Heudecker 
from Gartner outlines the difficulties organization face in achieving 
streaming analytics from disparate interconnected technologies:

“Streaming analytics is a cross-functional discipline 
integrating technology, business processes, information 
governance and business alignment. It’s the difficulty 
integrating these areas that keeps many organizations 
from realizing the value of their data in real-time.”

Mike Gualtieri from Forrester agrees on the complexity of the problem, the 
opportunity from getting it right, and the components necessary to do 
so. Visit www.KX.com  to come to hear him outline the “7 Must-Haves for 
a Streaming Analytics Platform”  which, like KX, covers the full lifecycle 
from data capture and processing through to development flexibility and 
fault-tolerance. 

KX Insights – Providing the Answers
KX has been a pioneer and trusted leader in in-memory computing, 
streaming analytics, and operational intelligence for over two decades. 
In independent tests, KX technology has been shown to be many orders 
of magnitude faster than traditional technologies; retrieving data in 
microseconds, aggregating data and performing complex queries in 
seconds to provide anomaly detection and predictive analytics that 
competing technologies may take hours or even weeks to deliver. KX 
Insights is the platform that harnesses that power to accelerate speed to 
business value.

Overview

OVERVIEW
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KX Insights is an integrated data management and 
streaming analytics platform for real-time decision-making. 
The platform is designed for critical business decisions that 
require the power of streaming data enriched with historical 
data for context.

KX Insights is a cloud-native platform for critical real-time performance 
and continuous actionable intelligence. It presents a microservices
architecture and supporting services for capturing, storing and visualizing 
high-volume, high velocity data using cloud technologies and protocols.

As a result, KX Insights is able to solve the most demanding problems, 
fast. Using complex event processing, high-speed analytics and machine 
learning interfaces, it enables fast decision-making and automated 
responses to be executed in fractions of a second.

Flexible Deployment: In the Cloud, On-Prem and  
on the Edge 

KX is built for the cloud but can also run on-prem and on the edge for 
greater flexibility.  Our streaming analytics capabilities take advantage 
of native cloud architectures to deliver superior scalability and flexibility 
with cloud economies of scale. No longer limited to physical hardware 
constraints, KX can scale up or down instantly, as needed, depending on 
storage and compute requirements. Best of all, running KX in the cloud 
enables users to focus on delivering results rather than maintaining 
hardware infrastructure.

Flexible  
Deployment 
Options

INSIGHTS

KX Insights
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While cloud adoption focussed initially on storage and compute 
elasticity, it has extended to operational and development areas 
that similarly transform how new capabilities can be developed and 
deployed.  Cloud-native architectures like serverless deployments, 
Docker and Kubernetes, enable developers to focus on business 
functionality rather than dealing with hardware infrastructure and 
deployment environments.

KX Insights is a cloud-first platform from KX that leverages those 
services for streaming analytics, enabling powerful insights to be 
realized faster, easier, and more reliably.

 •    An intuitive front-end enables users to source, analyze, and 
extract value from real-time and historical data in just a few clicks

` •    Units of functionality are delivered as microservices, self-
contained units that can be quickly and easily orchestrated into 
applications, all benefiting automatically from the supporting 
scalability and fault-tolerance of the cloud

 •     Building upon open standards like Docker and Kubernetes 
provides both portability across cloud environments and 
deployment robustness to support regular updates on a 
Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) paradigm

 •    Adopting cloud-native best practices for security, access 
control and messaging increases interoperability and simplifies 
integration, while standards-based logging and monitoring 
protocols simplify support and maintenance

This combination of faster development, services reuse and streamlined 
delivery transforms the software development lifecycle and enables 
quicker insights and response to business opportunities.

KX is a certified Amazon Solutions Partner, Google Cloud Partner, 
and Microsoft Azure partner. Our platform is available via KX or 
marketplace purchase from AWS, GCP, or Azure directly. Customers 
using KX via the marketplace can onboard quickly, get automatic 
updates, and leverage unified billing all from their cloud vendor of 
choice.

KX Insights is optimized for native technologies and offers first-class 
connectivity to each cloud provider’s native services. Whether you 
want to leverage object storage in AWS S3 or container deployments 
via GKE, KX Insights provides a seamless elegant way to utilize your 
cloud investment.

Easy to 
develop, 
deploy, 
and run for 
achieving 
fast ROI

KX Insights 
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KX Insights

ABOUT KX

KX Insights enables real-time analysis of any data, whether at speed or at 
rest, to provide firms with dynamic insights into what’s happening, right 
now. Real-time updates, enriched by historical data for context, provide  
continuous intelligence that helps organizations reduce costs and
improve productivity through actionable analytics like anomaly detection, 
predictions and corrective intervention.

Built for The Modern Data Landscape
KX Insights is designed for the modern data ecosystem where multiple 
technologies, data sources and systems co-exist. By tapping the power 
of open standards, it enables companies to connect to and marshal the 
power of those assets in deriving valuable insights from otherwise siloed 
islands of data.

That same openness enables them to retain the value of investments in 
existing solutions and technologies, thereby reducing risk and accelerating 
application development through system and code reuse. It further 
enables developers and data scientists to work the tools and technologies 
they already know, like Python and SQL. As a result, they can focus on 
business functionality for rich querying and graphical representation of 
results, rather than grappling with hardware infrastructure and deployment 
challenges.

For maximum flexibility KX Insights is designed for agility and scalability to 
run anywhere, from the hyper-scale cloud to hybrid cloud, on premise or at 
the edge, to cater for different processing requirements and data location 
constraints.

KX Insights 
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Unified for Rich Analytics and Scale at Speed

KX Insights simplifies data analysis because it processes streaming and 
historic data simultaneously within the same solution where it provides 
full life-cycle data ingestion, analytics, storage and data management. 
Leveraging cloud technologies like Kubernetes it enables 24/7 mission-
critical operations, with resilient failover capabilities to ensure no downtime 
and no data loss, and scalability in periods of high data volume or burst 
processing requirements

KX Insights offers a low-code approach in the creation of data pipelines. 
An access-controlled UI enables data scientists to define the ingestion, 
transformation, analytics, ML models and storage processes for enriching 
data and extracting insights and a sandbox environment facilitates 
comprehensive testing without affecting or overlapping into production 
data or systems. This flexibility enables faster, controlled, response to new 
business opportunities and changing data profiles that would otherwise 
require IT assistance.

KX Insights implements best practices security for single sign-on user 
authentication and authorization. Monitoring capabilities help clients ensure 
their day- to-day operations run smoothly and on schedule with dashboards 
and alerts conveying current status. Users can also export performance and 
application metrics to integrate with incumbent systems such as Prometheus 
as part of their enterprise-wide monitoring.

KX Insights
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Faster ROI

KX Insights enables organizations to achieve faster ROI in two 
complementary ways. Firstly, by making better, more informed decisions 
based on data, both real-time for immediacy and historical for context, it 
helps deliver competitive advantage and ensure better business outcomes.

Secondly, it is fast not just for delivering actionable insights, but for 
developing them too. It provides an intuitive front-end that enables uses 
to quickly capture, transform, and visualize disparate data sets in easily 
configurable dashboards. In addition, by enabling developers and data 
scientists to work with their familiar tools of choice (eg: Python, SQL, 
Postgres), they can develop more advanced analytics quickly by reusing 
existing functionality, libraries or ML workflows.

Finally, industry accelerators provide out-of-the-box capabilities for finance, 
telco manufacturing, automotive and utilities sectors that speed the 
development of business-specific functionality and data schemas.

KX Insights
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KX Insights: Core 
Platform Capabilities

CORE

KX Connectivity 
For integrating with other technologies, programming 
languages, and APIs 

KX Dashboards
Visualize, Stream and Share Big Data Insights

Machine Learning 
An MLOps framework for deploying, monitoring and 
updating machine learning models

Insights Core and Microservices 
Powered by the world’s fastest time-series database, and 
core data management microservices

The KX Insights platform is underpinned by a number 
of core capabilities that make it easier to develop and 
operate applications that deliver data-driven insights 
across both streaming and historical data.
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While KX offers a single-stack solution to support the 
complete data analytics life-cycle from ingestion to 
processing and visualization, it also provides interfaces to 
other technologies and languages. 

This approach enables organizations to preserve the value of existing 
investments and technical skills in other areas and accelerate 
solution development through code reuse and industry-standard 
interconnectivity. As well as supporting open-standards like ANSI SQL, 
PostgreSQL, ODBC and JDBC that enable reuse of existing queries and 
simplify migration, the functionality enables non-KX programmers to 
interoperate with KX data structures via a range of APIs including:

KX provides two-way integration with Python for maximum flexibility. 
PyKX is a Python-native API that enables developers to access the 
power of q from within Python without necessarily having to write 
native q code directly. EmbedPy, operating in the other direction, loads 
Python into KX, allowing access to a rich ecosystem of libraries such 
as scikit-learn, TensorFlow, and PyTorch. Python variables and objects 
become q variables that either language can act upon.

R can connect to KX and extract data. Alternatively, you can Embed R 
inside q and invoke R routines. Q can connect to a remote instance of 
R and Q can load the R maths library

KX also includes publish and subscribe interfaces to commercial and 
open-source message buses like Kafka and Solace for further flexibility 
and ease of integration.

KX, given its capacity for storing and processing vast amounts of both 
streaming and historical data, is a particularly powerful platform for 
machine learning. There are additional technical reasons too including: 

•  array and times-series operations are perfect for the feature-
engineering steps of sampling aggregating and joining datasets

•  streaming analytic capabilities enable online training of models and 
real-time prediction

•  the ability to manage, ingest, store and analyze huge datasets 
make KX the ideal engine to feed deep neural networks, where 
enormous volumes of data are required for effective training

Further interfaces include HDF5, Jupyter, Java, SQL, PostgreSQL, LDAP, 
MQTT, Prometheus, Protobuf, and FFI, an extension to KX  for loading 
and calling dynamic libraries.

Please visit code.KX.com/q/interfaces/ for further information.

 
KX Connectivity – Simplifying Integration 
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KX Dashboards provides a fast, accessible 
way to visualize big data, making it easy 
to query, transform, share and present 
and include comprehensive security and 
entitlement frameworks to meet your security, 
audit, and regulatory requirements.

Built for today’s data-driven world, KX Dashboards makes it easy to 
uncover actionable and timely insights by visualizing both historical and 
real-time data, dynamically and interactively. In contrast to standard, 
largely static business intelligence visualization tools, KX Dashboards 
support streaming analytics and provide the flexibility to amend views 
and explore data in real time, as it arrives, eliminating the need to pre-
process and store aggregated data. As a result, KX Dashboards let you 
to know now what your data is saying right now, and act upon it instantly.

In addition to a wide range of native display options including tables, 
charts, 3D graphs, maps it includes filter, join, aggregate, and drill- down 
functionality to gain insights with real-time OLAP.  KX Dashboards also 
includes an extensible visualization layer for 3rd party integration and 
embedding custom visualizations via an SDK and a simple framework-
agnostic API..

 

KX Dashboards – Visualize, Stream  
and Share Big Data Insights
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While much of the focus of machine learning tends to be on the 
underlying algorithms, when dealing with the deployment of models 
to production setting the ability to track, deploy and update models 
in real time is vitally important. This is critical as models deployed to 
production environments can degrade in performance over time as a 
result of changes in human behaviour, technological innovation and 
world news. Understanding when a model is no longer valid and needs 
to be updated is vitally important. 

The KX Insights MLOps solution provides users with an end-to-
end development and deployment workflow for machine learning 
models within a real-time data-science platform. Model storage and 
versioning controlled by the KX ML Registry which allows users to: 

•  Store Python or q models generated in an environment of their 
choice to Azure, GCP, AWS or on-prem, for deployment to the 
stream-processor 

•  Store metadata, code and requirements artefacts related to their 
versioned models 

In this way, MLOps provides a framework by which the deployment, 
monitoring and updating of models is controlled within production 
environments. This is similar to DevOps within software development 
with the added complexity that models are intimately tied to how and 
when a model was generated. Monitoring for models deployed to the 
platform allows users to understand the quality of data being passed 
to their models and the predictions being made by these models.

MLOps - A Framework for Maintaining 
Machine Learning models

Candidate 
Model

Learning AlgorithmPre-processing
Structured Data

DATA PROCESSING TOOLS MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

Raw Data
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The KX Insights platform is underpinned by two powerful components: a 
time-series database for high performance and a set of microservices for 
flexibly deployable data management integration and processing. 
KX is powered by a powerful time-series database with a very low 
footprint executable  that enables widespread deployment and includes 
the following components: 
 •  a high-performance time-series columnar database
 •  an in-memory compute engine and real-time streaming processor 
 •  Q, an expressive query and programming language

Integral to the database are time-series analytics with temporal 
datatypes that optimize data processing and storage while nanosecond 
precision timestamps provide granularity that enable time critical 
analytics.  

KX Insights microservices include: 

•  Storage Manager: Controls the capture, persistence, and migration of 
data across storage tiers 

•  Data Access: Provides read-only access to data regardless of where it 
currently resides across 

•  Service Gateway: coordinating requests and routing them to 
supporting services 

•  Stream Processor: for complex analytics like joins, aggregations and 
windowing functionality 

•  Service Discovery: stores, manages and distributes running services 
and their metadata 

These powerful microservices, coupled with open interfaces and protocols, 
enable developers to harness the power of KX in their applications. For 
example, OpenAPI enables developers to publish and access native KX 
functionality using industry standards.  Similarly, the Python interface 
PyKX makes it easy for developers to embed KX directly within Python and 
reuse existing Python code, libraries, and machine learning workflows. 

The microservices can also be used independently by developers to 
add new functionality to their existing KX systems, migrate legacy 
components to the cloud or develop new applications. 

Fast, 
Flexible, 
Scalable.

KX Insights Core and Microservices 
– Enabling developers to harness the 
power of KX 
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Additional KX Insights platform capabilities include

Stream Processor: making it easier for users to access data and for 
developer to manage the data lifecycle
• Event capture, logging and time-stamping
•  Gateway access and query routing for parallel processing and load 

balancing
• Data compression and persistence

Data Science: for enriching data and extracting value
• Data validation, cleansing, and normalization
• Library of analytics functions for fast time to results
•  Querying, sorting and bucketing techniques optimized for time- series 

data 

System Control for robust, resilient performance based on trusted cloud 
technologies
• Fault Tolerance and High Availability
• Monitoring & Control and Error handling
• Alerts & Notifications

DevOps for adaptive, flexible response and faster time to results
• Microservices-based architecture
• Industry standard tools for configuration and workflow
• Sandbox environment for new development

Enterprise Security for Secure Access and Compliance based on trusted 
standards
• User authentication
• Access control and entitlements
• Logging, audit and versioning

KX Insights: Additional  
Platform Capabilities

CAPABILITIES
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What Some of Our  
Clients say

WHY KX?

“After three great years of partnership with KX, 
we’re looking for new opportunities with them. 
We’ve been wowed by the capability of the 
software and the toolset, and now we’re almost 
in the phase where we’re looking for new things 
to apply it to. We’re excited about the capability 
that it offers and the advantages it will give us 
when we apply it in new areas.”

BOB BELL, 
STRATEGIC ADVISOR TO BWT ALPINE F1 TEAM

“Within 5 hours of us bringing our 
transaction core online in KX we had 
detected and were able to stop a 
network of accounts that were being 
used for fraudulent activity.”

TONY BRAUND, 
PADDY POWER BETFAIR

O F F I C I A L  S U P P L I E R
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Case Studies

Global Leader in Materials 
Engineering Solutions 
Saves Over 10,000 Hours a 
Year using KX

“We’ve revised our database architecture to include a 
[KX] database, a more performance based database 
to provide for that high speed data querying, as well 
as the data storage”

Global Product Manager

Replaced legacy system at significant 
lower cost, including a 10x improvement 
in required hardware

This organization is the global leader in materials 
engineering solutions used to produce virtually every new 
chip and advanced display in the world. It’s application 
is the most comprehensive control and productivity suite 
in manufacturing. It is powered by technologies that are 
widely proven and deeply mature in high volume factories 
worldwide.

Organization: Leader in 
Materials Engineering 
Solutions
Geography: Global
Industry: Semiconductors
Employees: 22,000+
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Case Studies 

Supports 
+600 utilities 
in electricity, 
water, gas, and 
transportation

Delivers high 
performance 
historian and 
streaming 
analytics

Leader in Materials Engineering Solutions

For years, the semiconductor and electronics industries has 
looked for solutions to solve complex manufacturing problems. 
A key challenge is the need for faster speed-to-data. A 
common customers complaint is that with the explosion of 
data, query speeds are too slow and want see improvements 
in speed to data and total cost of ownership. As an industry 
leader with a vast customer base, this organization proactively 
searched for a solution to meet these customer needs.

Over a year, 7 vendors were evaluated across 10 different 
objectives to enhance its application. This was an opportunity 
to look beyond the scope of traditional databases and found  
timeseries databases as a preferred solution that has had huge 
growth in adoption over the years. KX proprietary database 
is built for real-time data use cases taking advantage of a 
timeseries architecture coupled with relational database 
technology, a programming language to enable real-time 
calculations in the database, and the ability to manage both 
streaming and historical data in the same database. KX was 
selected for its superior performance results on ultra-fast speed 
to data, lower total cost of ownership, its ability to scale, and 
new user experience.

THE CHALLENGE

WHY KX

THE BENEFITS

Saved 10,000+ hrs a year from false 
alerting and improved detection. 

Over 100 million 
readings per day

Detect and predict 
conditions faster
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Case Studies

Improved Query Speeds 
by over 30x for an AI 
based Fault Detection 
Application.

This global manufacturer is a leading provider of real-
time, engineering and automation solutions for the global 
semiconductor and manufacturing industries for 20+ years. Its 
AI solutions for smart manufacturing are shaping the factories 
of the future, by connecting data driven manufacturing 
organizations with the knowledge to act.

Organization: Provider of 
Advanced Data Analysis 
Solutions for Manufacturing
Geography: Global
Industry: Manufacturing
Employees: 350+

Supporting next generation fault detection 
within its AI application, delivering full sensor 
trace analysis in real-time, 10x reduction in 
false alarms, and limitless modeling. 

“New tools are needed for this new era of digital 
information overload. Rich real-time analytics 
presents a significant opportunity for optimizing 
business operations, customer engagement, and 
offering new services and products.”

Przemek Tomczak, 
Sr VP IoT and Utilities, KX
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Case Studies 

New capabilities 
added for 
enhanced service 

Over 30x speed 
improvements in 
queries enabling 
real-time action

Provider of Advanced Data Analysis 
Solutions for Manufacturing

As a leading supplier of smart manufacturing applications, 
it was mission critical to find a solution to manage massive 
volumes of sensor data closer to real-time, and that can be 
easily integrated within its ecosystem of applications.  They 
needed a solution to replace their traditional database 
solution, to keep up with the requirements around smart 
manufacturing and can integrate with its innovative AI 
solution. To stay competitive and expand their capabilities 
for its customer base they needed a database system 
that manages timeseries data providing performance with 
ingestion and queries, fast analytics in real-time, the ability to 
work with both streaming and historical data in real-time, and 
a scalable and interoperable architecture.

After extensive testing against their legacy solution, KX 
outperformed for queries and ingestion, while greatly 
enhancing the ability to scale at lower TCO. In addition, with 
KX they exceeded their performance requirements, by orders 
of magnitude faster than the alternative – saving significant 
capex and opex costs. 

THE CHALLENGE

WHY KX

THE BENEFITS

Over 30x speed improvements in 
queries enabling real-time action

Easily able to 
ingest 17 Million 
records per second

Supporting next 
generation fault 
detection
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KX Clients

CLIENTS

kx.com1313

Kx Clients

Streaming Analytics - Change the Game

kx.com
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